CUSTOMER STORY

OLIVER
Six Degrees allows a stable foundation for
OLIVER’s global clients

Part of the Inside Ideas Group, OLIVER is a
leading marketing company that builds inhouse agencies for some of the world’s most
creative brands. Their unique model places
2000 staff inside the client’s world across 90
countries; operating at the speed of modern
business to help clients deliver better work
faster and more cost effectively.

About
Six Degrees
We are a cloud-led managed service
provider. We work as a collaborative
technology partner to businesses
making a digital transition.
Always placing clients at the heart of
our strategy, our passionate teams
combine technical expertise and deep
sector specific knowledge to innovate,
craft and manage the right solutions to
power businesses.

Challenge
OLIVER’s model is what sets it apart from the competition – but it comes with its own set of
IT and connectivity challenges. Jason Yun, OLIVER’s IT Manager, explains: “A lot of traditional
agencies support clients remotely. We’re unique because we put our talent in our clients’
businesses – everyone from creative directors to account managers sit in-house, developing
solutions in real-time to move the brand forwards.”

The breadth and strength of our
technology is our foundation. Solutions
range from data and application
performance management through to
colocation and unified communications,
all with private, public and hybrid cloud
at its core.

OLIVER therefore needed an agile connectivity service to meet clients’ exact, and often
nuanced, needs on a site-by-site basis. “When a new client joins OLIVER, we look at the full
scope,” adds Jason. “We then begin the connectivity process, putting-in internet lines,
setting-up servers and providing hardware. Essentially, we build a fully-operating office within
an office, which is a process that needs to be as painless as possible no matter where our
client is in the world. It’s why reliable, fast and quality connectivity is essential to OLIVER’s
offering.”

Speak to our experts today on 0800 012 8060 or visit www.6dg.co.uk
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We work collaboratively and build
long-term partnerships through
exceptional services that match our
clients’ needs. We continually innovate
the right solutions to enable our clients’
brilliance.
		

Enabling your brilliance

OUR SOLUTIONS

Cloud Platform & Data

Cyber Security & Compliance

Agile Workspace

Network Infrastructure

Modernise your data centre
and secure your hybrid
cloud future.

Enhance your cyber security
posture and safeguard your
organisation.

Communicate, collaborate
and work efficiently,
anywhere.

Achieve a step change
in your connectivity and
your digital transformation
journeys.

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS

Rapid roll-out of new
circuits
Six Degrees handles all
aspects of connectivity
circuit provisioning, ensuring
there are no unnecessary
delays and getting sites
online as quickly as possible.
This allows OLIVER to deploy
teams to site as soon as
possible after a pitch has
been won.

Solution & Outcome
Six Degrees understood the importance of connectivity for OLIVER’s business, and worked
closely with OLIVER to ensure we met their digital transformation goals.
Because each one of OLIVER’s clients had a different set of requirements, we needed a wide
breadth of solutions.
Six Degrees’ Managed Wide Area Network (WAN) service has allowed OLIVER to deliver
internet services and end-to-end productivity suites universally. Designed to integrate with
client teams, it connects OLIVER’s sites and scales according to demand. A centralised
managed firewall, layered into the WAN service, also provides OLIVER with secure access to
their staff on the ground.

Leveraging the Six Degrees
Next Generation Network
OLIVER goes beyond MPLS
by leveraging the Six
Degrees Next Generation
Network. Each OLIVER site is
connected through the most
appropriate communications
technology, and the business
is able to achieve seamless
communications throughout
its worldwide operations.

Our Unified Communications as a Service (UCaaS) product also sits on the WAN, allowing
OLIVER’s teams to communicate and collaborate, improving productivity as well as client
experience.
Jason said: “Six Degrees has been a brilliant partner. It may just be internet lines, but it’s so
important to what we do, how we stay in touch with staff around the world and the success
of our client’s businesses.”
THE CLIENT

Jason Yun
IT Manager, OLIVER

Ubiquitous Unified
Communications
OLIVER’s UCaaS solution
delivers a ubiquitous service
throughout the business,
maximising productivity by
offering users the same
level of communication and
collaboration functionality
regardless of where they
work.

“Six Degrees has been a brilliant partner. It may just be internet lines,
but it’s so important to what we do, how we stay in touch with staff
around the world and the success of our clients’ businesses.””

Resilient Colocation and
Enterprise Cloud Platform
By hosting servers in Six
Degrees data centre
facilities, OLIVER improves
user experience by
increasing available
bandwidth at its office
location whilst achieving
optimal levels of uptime,
availability and security.

Speak to our experts today on 0800 012 8060 or visit www.6dg.co.uk
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